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Impressions of
Jordan 2023

Once described to me, by a group of Bedouin round a campfire above
the ancient city of Petra, as 'a quiet house in a noisy neighbourhood',
Jordan is entrancing destination, boasting an incredibly varied history,
a warm and friendly population and great food. We have run this
itinerary a number of times already, and have made a few tweaks to
achieve what I believe is the best itinerary possible.

Jordan is a fascinating country, steeped in history. You can find
locations that are mentioned in the bible, and ruins from the
civilisations of the Romans, Crusaders, Saladin and of course the
Nabateans, who built Petra. It is a country that has also featured in
popular culture too: from Indiana Jones to Dune, Star Wars and most
recently SAS – Who Dares Wins.

We have arranged this trip to take in the very best of this photogenic
country, but in a shorter format to make it more affordable.

We start in the sophisticated city of Amman, before exploring nearby
UNESCO ruins before two atmospheric nights in the hauntingly
beautiful Wadi Rum. We will be able to photograph eroded rocks and
star trails from our comfortable desert camp, and walking the
footsteps of Lawrence of Arabia in the sprawling wilds of Wadi Rum.

Highlights of this trip

• Rose Red City of Petra

• Red Sea at Aqaba

• Roman city of Jerash

• Wadi Rum desert camp

• Remote Dana National Park

• Floating in the Dead Sea

• Extensive photographic tuition

Travel in the Covid era has changed everything in the travel industry. We subcontract our
land arrangements and bookings to Intrepid Travel, so if you travel with us, then your
booking is actually made with Intrepid, meaning that all payments and deposits are fully
protected by their ABTA and ATOL travel industry bonding. Payments are safe, and any
refunds have to be made in line with their strict industry code.

Although your contract is with Intrepid Travel, ultimately the we undertake all of the
financial risk ourselves. As a small business we cannot afford to run trips at a loss, and so
have had to amend our booking conditions to protect both you, and ourselves.

This is an explanation of our new booking conditions: the precise terms, including final
payment date, could vary for each trip, and will be notified at the time of booking.

A part of the changes are to bring in variable pricing: this is essentially a hedge against
having to cancel a trip. It means that we can still (just about) afford to run a trip with fewer
people than normal. This gives you a bit more protection against a trip being cancelled due
to other people dropping out. If people do drop out, then it does mean that you may pay a
little more, but you will get a more exclusive trip with fewer people and more individual
attention. If the trip is full, then you will pay a fair bit less.

We will have a review of each trip 30 days before the final payment is due and another a
week before the final payment is due. At this point, we will notify you whether the trip is
expected to go ahead. We will not ask you for the final payment, unless we are
confident that the trip will be able to go ahead at that time.

If we are not able to operate the tour, we will try to re-schedule: if that’s not possible you
will have the option to hold your deposit as a credit towards a future trip or a full refund.

If the trip is going ahead, then we will request full payment, which must be made by the
final payment date specified in your booking. At this point, we will know final numbers for
the trip, and will be able to make any refunds that are due under the variable pricing policy.

Intrepid are ABTA bonded and if at any point after the departure is guaranteed, we have to
subsequently cancel the tour (for instance if there are significant quarantine requirements
on arrival or return, or if the country you are travelling to gets moved to the UK red list),
you will be entitled to a full refund.

If you cancel the trip for any reason - including a Covid diagnosis - after the final payments
have been made, there is a 100% cancellation fee. You are therefore strongly urged to
purchase travel insurance at the time of booking. Intrepid Travel offers a policy that
includes coverage for Covid, so you will be covered for this eventuality.

You are also advised to purchase flights through Intrepid. We will adjust out payment terms
so that you shouldn't have to pay the balance for the flights until we know a trip is going
ahead. Flight refund terms will vary, so again, comprehensive travel insurance is
recommended.

We believe that these new terms are a good balance between protecting you and your
booking, whilst also ensuring that we are able to manage the risk of running tours in these
difficult times.

Booking arrangements for the Covid era
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From desert we head on to the Red Sea at Aqaba, where we have included a trip on a snorkel boat, to witness
the remarkably well preserved coral relatively close to shore.

Nothing can prepare you for the scale and the majesty of the ancient city of Petra. The approach, along the
narrow siq, is one of the true Wonders of the World, and we have three nights here - enough to explore every
corner. Steve has visited Petra a number of times, and is perfectly placed to recommend a number of incredibly
photogenic walks and even a couple of insider trips to help you to get the most out of your time in this most
iconic of sites.

Less travelled, we visit the Kerak Crusader castle and then the remote Dana Biosphere Reserve, where we stay
in a traditional 500 year old village at the top of a deep valley.

Our final destination is the pleasant city of Madaba, which we use as a base to float in the salty waters of the
Dead Sea, explore Mount Nebo where Moses is reputed to be buried and wander the sprawling Roman city of
Jerash. This ancient city, which has a full sized chariot track where races used to entertain the population, has
been hailed as the best preserved Roman city outside of Italy.

Steve will accompany the tour supplying his unique blend of photographic tuition and encouragement.

To cope with the challenge of travel in the Covid era, we have introduced a variable pricing policy. Traditionally
we have always priced our trips to be full, in order to keep prices as keen as possible. This means that dropping
even a couple of places can severely affect the viability of a trip: more than that means we are running at a
loss.

Rather than hike prices across the board to cover ourselves for people dropping out we have instituted this
policy. The price varies per person, so if people drop out before paying the balance of the trip, but without us
having the chance to replace them, then we are covered. In essence, this makes it more likely that the trip will
still go ahead, and that we won't have to cancel the departure!

When you book a trip, you should assume and be prepared to pay the higher 8 person price. Obviously if the
trip goes ahead with this number then you will benefit from more personal attention with your photography.
Once we have the final payments in, and it is too late for people to pull out and get a refund then we will notify
you of the final price and action any refunds.

Land arrangements for this tour
The land arrangements for Impressions of Jordan are sub-contracted to Intrepid Travel who
will use their extensive knowledge from over twenty years in the travel industry to make
sure that you have the best travel experience, and to work in a way which will be the most
beneficial for the countries we travel in.

Our arrangements are now handled by the Intrepid Travel UK Private Groups office, which
opens up a range of payment options and also means that your trip can now be protected
by the UK travel industry protection. It also means that we can draw on the experience and
contacts of other companies in the Intrepid Group. Intrepid in the UK can accept payments
by bank transfer, cheque, debit card as well as Visa and Mastercard credit cards.

Intrepid are also able to book flights for you, which will mean that your entire trip can be
covered by their full ATOL protection (for any flight/trip combination that starts and finishes
in the UK). The flight price that they quote you will include their booking fee. More details
on their industry protection by clicking here and scrolling to clause 23. As you are booking
with the UK office, your booking will be covered by the UK booking conditions.

Intrepid Travel were formed over twenty years ago in Australia, and have been running
excellent small group adventures ever since.

Intrepid's Core Purpose - Intrepid's core purpose is to enrich peoples lives by creating
unique, interactive travel experiences. They provide fun, affordable and sustainable travel
adventures that are beneficial to local communities.

Home From Home - Where you stay is all part of your Intrepid experience. Whether it's a
centrally-located city hotel, or a homestay in a tribal village, staying close to a region's
people and culture is the guiding principle. Our choices are based on friendliness as well as
facilities, character as much as convenience.

Small Groups - Travelling in a small group makes it more like travelling with friends than on
an organised tour. It means you get to experience more of the local culture, and we don't
dominate; we can actually get to know people and do the things they do.

Experienced leaders - Intrepid have some of the best leaders in the business: well trained
locals who act as ambassadors between you and the place you are travelling in. This means
that you can get the most from the country and the people you meet.

Please remember though, these tours are based on an Intrepid trip, but are a completely
separate product. They don't appear on the Intrepid website, and you should address any
questions through Steve on improve@bettertravelphotography.com
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We will return to Amman and
find a vantage point to
photograph the Roman
Amphitheatre in the blue
hour.

Included activities:
Citadel entrance
Roman Amphitheatre
entrance
Qusayr Amra entrance

Meals included: Breakfast

Accommodation: Toledo Hotel
or similar

Day 3: Amman - Wadi
Rum

Today we drive to the Wadi
Rum: a stupendously timeless
place, virtually untouched by
humanity and its destructive
forces. Here, it is the weather
and winds that have carved
the imposing, towering
skyscrapers, so elegantly
described by T.E. Lawrence as
“vast, echoing and God-like".

We will have a half-day 4x4
tour and then transfer to our
camp for dinner and
overnight.

If the skies are clear then we
can have a go at shooting star
trails under the amazing
desert skies.

Included activities:
4WD Wadi Rum tour

Meals included: breakfast,
dinner

Accommodation: Mutlak
Camps or similar

Impressions of Jordan itinerary
Day 1: Arrival in Amman

Ahlan Wa Sahlan!
Welcome to Jordan.

We arrive at Queen Alia
International Airport (QAIA),
where we will be met by
Intrepid's airport
representative after
disembarkation, to assist us
through immigration desk and
customs. After exit meet our
Leader and be transferred to
our hotel for overnight.

Depending on our flight
times, there may well not be
time for anything else!

Included activities: Arrival Transfer included on a group basis

Accommodation: Toledo Hotel or similar

Day 2: Amman & Qasr Amra

After breakfast, we start our city tour by visiting the Citadel. Amman's
history spans nine millennia dating back to the Stone Age, it boasts one
of the largest Neolithic settlements (c.6500 BC) ever discovered in the
Middle East. The Citadel hill contains early Bronze Age tombs (3300-1200
BC). From the top of the hill we drive downtown to first visit the Roman
Amphitheatre. Continue on foot or by vehicle to downtown area. The
downtown area is much older and more traditional with smaller
businesses producing and selling everything from fabulous jewellery to
everyday household items.

From here we drive into the Eastern Desert to visit Qusayr Amra. One of
the best-preserved desert buildings of the Umayyads, this Unesco World
Heritage Site is part of a much greater complex that served as a
caravanserai, bathhouse and hunting lodge, the qusayr (little castle) is
renowned for its rather risqué 8th-century frescoes of wine, women and
wild times.
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Day 4: Wadi Rum

After waking up in the unique surrounds of the
camp this morning, head out on a hike around
the area (approximately 12 to 15 kilometres,
but there will be options of a shorter walk), with
a stop for tea and a lunch break. You might
scale one of the large sand dunes for
sensational views of the valley – the perfect
chance to snap some unbelievable pictures.
Explore the distinctive rock formations and bask
in its eerie silence. Wadi Rum is used to be best
known for its connection with the enigmatic
British officer T E Lawrence, who was based
here during the Great Arab Revolt of 1917–18.
However, these days it is synonymous with SAS
– Who Dares Wins, where it has been used as a
location for the various trails.

In the afternoon we should have time to chill in
our comfortable camp to recover from our
exertions, before shooting the sunset. Tonight,
is again ours to enjoy the traditional Bedouin
hospitality and the clear night skies of the
desert.

Included activities: Desert Hike

Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner

Accommodation: Mutlak Camps or similar

Day 5: Wadi Rum – Aqaba

In the morning we drive down to Aqaba on the coast of the Red Sea. Enjoy a boat trip out to experience some
of Aqaba's excellent snorkelling in crystal clear waters.

The waters here are fairly shallow and there are a number of reefs. Depending on the route that the boat takes,
we might even be able to see some of the underwater military hardware that has been sunk in the sea to act as
a military museum and an attraction for divers. This includes tanks and even a giant Hercules transporter
aircraft. If you have a PADI certificate, then bring it along and you can upgrade the snorkelling to one of more
dives.

After the snorkel boat, we will have some time to explore the town, which is largely a holiday destination, but
does have the atmospheric Aqaba Fortress and terrific views across the Red Sea to Eilat in Israel.

Included activities:
Red Sea Snorkel Boat

Optional activity:
Scuba diving

Meals included: Breakfast

Accommodation: City Tower
Hotel or similar
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Day 6: Aqaba – Petra

Check out and drive to Petra,
with a visit to the so-called
Little Petra en route. Petra is
justifiably on most people’s list
of ‘must- visit’ places. It is the
jewel of Jordan, the lost city of
the biblical Nabataean, an
impressive series of tombs and
dwellings hidden behind ornate
facades carved directly into the
rock. Dating back to the 6th
century BC, the site was lost to
Western minds until it was
rediscovered in 1812 by a
Swiss explorer, Johann Ludwig
Burckhardt.

Petra is most well known for the Treasury, a tomb facade which was a
location for Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. The city is reached down
the long and narrow canyon of the Siq. This ancient and winding pathway
has seen traders and armies marching down its length, and like the city
itself, is steeped in history. The first view of The Treasury through the
narrow mouth of the siq is one that you will never forget.

Steve has visited Petra on many occasions and knows a number of
wonderful walking routes and a good few tricks to make sure that you can
get the best views at the best times. Petra is a vast site, with many
interesting angles and walks. Unlike many tours we have opted for three
nights here, to give us extra time to explore and to reach some of the many
hidden corners. We have also opted to stay at a hotel close to the gate of
the site. This means that it is more possible to make the most of your time
in Petra, and still potentially head back to the hotel in the middle of the day.

Included activities: Petra entrance pass

Meals included: Breakfast

Accommodation: Petra Moon
Hotel or similar

Day 7: Petra

Today we will have a full day
to visit Petra. The suggestion
is to head to the site for
sunrise, and then climb the
atmospheric path to the top of
the cliffs overlooking the
Treasury, where we will be
able to look down on to the
facade, whilst enjoying a
welcome cup of local tea at
the small cafe set up by one
of the enterprising locals.

A suggestion today to hike to the High Place of Sacrifice. If we take the lesser travelled back route, we will be
able to photograph some of the less know, but very beautiful tombs lining the route. In this part of Petra, you
can still see the cave-dwellings of some of the local Bedouin who live in the site. Very friendly and welcoming,
and impossibly photogenic, many of these locals have modelled their image on Captain Jack Sparrow. You will
undoubtedly be rewarded with some fantastic portraits and even a few new Facebook friends!

From the place of High Place of Sacrifice we can look
down on to the Incredible Royal Tombs, which are
carved into a massive cliff-face. These are well worth
exploring further, and many of them will give more
incredible views of the rest of the complex.

Included activities: Petra entrance pass

Meals included: Breakfast

Accommodation:
Petra Moon Hotel or similar
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Shooting portraits in Petra
Although people head to Petra for the ruins - it is a fantastic place to shoot portraits of the
Bedouin people, who used to live there, and are still allowed to run business on the site.
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Day 8: Petra

Our final day of visiting Petra. If you are still keen,
then it is worth finding a different location for the
sunrise. There is also plenty to still see – including
an ancient Theatre, a street and a temple that
were built by the Romans when they ruled the
city.

In the afternoon, if we walk though the site we will
be able to see make the steep climb up to the
Monastery. After the Treasury, this is the most
well known location in Petra. If we continue
upwards from here there is an incredible viewpoint
on the very edge of the site that enjoys the most
incredible views of the surrounding, barren
countryside.

As we walk back, you will be able to look forward
to the (optional) Petra by night show. This is
worth seeing, and we will have a neat trick to help
us to see the best of it, and get some pictures
before all of the crowds arrive. If we are very
quick, there might even be the chance to shoot a
few star trails pictures on our way back to the
hotel.

Included activities: Petra entrance pass

Meals included: Breakfast

Accommodation: Petra Moon Hotel or similar

Day 9: Petra – Dana

In the morning we check out and drive to Dana, a
traditional 400 year old village on the edge of the
Dana Biosphere Reserve - the largest in Jordan,
covering aound 320 square kilometres. Based
around a rift valley, Dana is home to 700 plant
species, 190 bird species, 36 reptile species and 37
mammal species, including the Sand Cat and the
Syrian Wolf.

Humans have settled here since around 4000 BC.
Archaeological evidence has been found of
Paleolithic, Egyptian, Nabatean, and Roman
civilisations.

Our intended hotel is right on the edge of the valley,
giving commanding views at both sunrise and
sunset.

After we have checked into the Dana Guest House,
we will take the Dana Village trail which takes
approximately two hours to complete. We then
return to Dana Guest House for the night.

Included activities: Dana village trail

Meals included: breakfast

Accommodation: Dana Guest House or similar
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Day 10: Dana – Kerak – Dead Sea –
Madaba

After breakfast we head to the ancient
Crusader castle of Kerak. The castle is some
220m long, 125m wide at the north end, and
40m wide at the southern end where a
narrow valley deepened by a ditch separates
it from the adjoining and much higher hill –
once the Sultan Saladin's favourite artillery
position. The history of this castle is
incredible, and the view's breathtaking.

Onto the lowest point on earth, where we
visit the Dead Sea where we can will
experience floating effortlessly. Lunch is
included at one of the tourist beaches in the
Dead Sea.

After our floating session, we transfer to
Madaba for the night.

Included activities:
Kerak entrance
Dead Sea tourist beach entrance

Meals included: breakfast

Accommodation: Aitch Hotel or similar

Day 11: Madaba – Mt.
Nebo – Jerash –
Madaba

In the morning, we visit St.
George’s Church that houses
the oldest mosaic map of
Jerusalem. And the Holy
Land. This was created to
guide Christian pilgrims in
the region. In the same area
is Mt. Nebo where Moses is
believed to be buried.

In the afternoon, we
continue on to the ancient
Roman city of Jerash.
Nestled in a quiet valley

among the mountains of Gilead, is the grandeur of Imperial Rome
being one of the largest and most well preserved sites of Roman
architecture in the World outside Italy. To this day, its paved and
colonnaded streets, soaring hilltop temples, handsome theatres,
spacious public squares and plazas, baths, fountains and city walls
pierced by towers and gates remain in exceptional condition. In the
evening, we return to Madaba for the night.

Included activities:
St. George’s Church entrance
Mount Nebo entrance
Jerash entrance

Meals included: breakfast

Accommodation: Aitch Hotel or similar

Day 12: Tour ends

After an early breakfast, we
check out of the hotel and
head to Queen Alia Int’l
Airport for our flight home.

Meals included: breakfast

Departure Transfer: Not
included
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As well as enjoying the stunning, landscapes and culture of Jordan, you will learn a massive
amount about photography and many of the techniques used by a professional travel photographer.

Our tours generally cover a wide range of technical and practical techniques for improving your
travel photography. This is done with a combination of practical group and individual
demonstrations, illustrated talks on aspects of travel photography and group reviews and
discussions.

I have recently completely revitalised our teaching schedules on our trips: we will be setting a lot
more projects for people to work towards, and also holding more image reviews.

I tailor the subjects covered on the tours depending on the level of knowledge of people on the
tour, individual requirements and the nature of the itinerary. Always very approachable, I am
always willing to give individual help, look at pictures or enter into a spirited discussion about just
about everything.

I will also give a short daily briefing as to the sort of things that you might expect to see each
day, and the sort of equipment and techniques that you might need the following day.

There are a number of specific skills that we will be covering on this trip, including:

• I will show you simple ways to improve the focus and sharpness of your pictures.

• I will teach a number of techniques to achieve great portraits of the people we meet on
our travels

• I will show you how to see pictures and prepare your camera ready to take them

• I will help you to learn to see pictures

• I will show you a number of ways to improve your exposures!

• I will show you how to use composition to tell a story in your pictures.

• I will show you how to use a polarising filter to get more vibrant shots.

• I will explain the importance of understanding ISO, shutter speed and depth of field.

• I will show you how to shoot stunning star trails photographs

• I will show you how to use panning for exciting action shots

• I will show you how to shoot and process panoramic pictures

• I will teach you the rules of composition (and when to break them)

• I will teach you some simple post-production techniques to give your pictures more punch
and impact.

• I will teach you how to back up pictures and clean your camera.

Our schedule is flexible, and will be responsive to the needs and interests of the group. If there is
anything else that you would like covered on the trip, then please ask at any time. I am always
happy to include anything in the trip tuition.

who is this tour suited to?
Our photo tours cater for a wide spectrum of people at a range of different levels. Steve's skill in
explaining things, patience and tireless energy mean that he is able to pitch talks and individual
tuition so that they are relevant for a range of different abilities.

These tours are primarily aimed at people who have at least a basic knowledge of their cameras and
are keen to develop their skills further. The people who get the most from a trip like this are those
who are aware of the areas that they want to develop. It might sound obvious, but if you know your
own shortcomings then you are better able to tackle them!

what is covered on this trip?
If you have a greater knowledge, then Steve will be able to fill in a lot of the theories behind things
that you might have already thought that you knew, which will help make decisions more instinctive
and more confident. He will also be able to help you to take your photography forward to the next
stage and can teach you a number of advanced techniques and theories.

If you are an absolute beginner, then these tours will still teach you a vast amount about
photography. A large part of photography is artistic and not technical. Selecting viewpoints and
angles, composition and especially approaching people to take their picture are as vital as apertures
and shutter speeds. Allied to this Steve will explain all of the technical aspects that you need to
know as they relate to you and your camera.

You will get more out of these tours if you have a basic familiarity with your camera. If it is new,
and out of the box then you might spend a great deal of time thumbing through the manual, and not
learning about photography. I should also point out that whilst I has a lot of experience with
different cameras, he doesn't know everything about all of them! If you are not familiar with your
camera, then you should definitely bring the manual with you! Between us, we should then be able
to sort out most things!

Finally, it is important to remember that whilst photography does need patience and sometimes you
need to wait for a picture; this is a group tour. There will be a lot of time for you to go off on your
own, but there will also be times where we have to meet at a certain time, or during a journey need
to maintain our pace. If the group dynamic is not really for you and you have the opinion that
everyone else can just wait for you if you are taking a picture, wandering off or shopping then these
(or any group tours) probably aren't for you!

Similarly, if you are the sort of person who gets offended or irritated by other people easily, and just
"have to speak your mind" about it, no matter who you offend, then maybe any group trip is not for
you. These trips work better if everyone is prepared to work together as a team, and help each
other. We will all have a better time, and come away with better pictures and better memories.

Travel in Jordan
This trip will require a good level of fitness. We have included a number of walks to help us explore
more, and sometimes the ground could be a little rough, and the conditions could be hot.The only
way to see the site at Petra is to walk, and sometimes this will involve walking up hills and stairs.
Whilst there will be times when it is more than possibe to sit out walks, or just going on a shorter
walk, if you don't have a fairly good level of fitness then there will be a number of areas of Petra
that you won't be able to see.

Jordan is a fairly small country, and roads are good, so journey times won't be too long. There will
be some journeys that are a good few hours though.

If you have any concerns about the level of fitness needed for this trip, then please do get in touch
with us to discuss it.

Non-photographing partners
We are often asked about non-photographing partners coming on our trips, and he always say that
they are more than welcome - as long as they are not photographer-phobic! We believe that travel
photography is a great way to engage with a place and the people who live there. Because we are
photographers we will see more sunrises, talk to more locals, try more foods and visit more markets
than ordinary trips. This means that non-photographers can engage with us - and some even go
away with a new interest in photography. We are also about having a good time too - we are
mindful that this is a holiday as well as a photography tour - so we aim to have lively meals, a lot of
laughs and the odd drink or two. As someone recently stated abut our tours:

"Your love of photography and travel is infectious and I can honestly say I have never laughed or
learnt so much on a holiday before!"

If Steve had to have a mission statement for these tours, then this is it!



Included in the trip price
• 9 nights hotel accommodation
• 2 nights luxury camp
• 11 breakfasts
• 1 lunch
• 2 dinners
• Group arrival transfer
• Amman Citadel entrance
• Roman Amphitheatre entrance
• Qusayr Amra entrance
• 4WD Wadi Rum tour
• Wadi Rum hike
• Red Sea Snorkel Boat
• 3 day Petra Pass
• Dana village trail
• Kerak entrance
• Dead Sea tourist beach
• St. George’s Church entrance
• Mount Nebo entrance
• Jerash entrance
• Private vehicles as per itinerary
• English Speaking leader
• Expert photographic tuition

Impressions
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Better Travel Photography -
Photo tours with Steve Davey
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Prices from:
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Optional single
supplement: £425


